
Sasquatch
field guide



It's important to look at sightings in your area.
Pay close attention to what type of encounters

are being reported (sightings by creeks, road
crossings.) Plan your research around that!
Above all, find a location with viable habitat

that might support these creatures.

 Some great places could include:

Creeks & lakes

Apple orchards

Swamps

Areas with a large deer population

 Powerline cuts

Preparation

Things to bring include a map for navigation, A
notebook & pen for field notes, a tape measure,
camera, audio recorder, casting gear (available

in my shop,) & traditional hiking gear.

brush up on the subject by reading the
following books:

legend meets science-dr.jeff medlrum

the discovery of the sasquatch-john
bindernagel

the best of sasuatch bigfoot- john green

the sasquatch paradox- levi machovec

Casting prints is the easy part! Finding them
can be tricky.

 When it comes to what to look for, here are a
few tips: Search along water sources, as

Sasquatch usually hang out there!
 Additionally, tracks are easier to spot in the
mud or sand. Look for defined toes that splay

out, or wide heel impressions. A Sasquatch
footprint is more than just a break in the leaf
litter. Remember, this creature is HUGE & will
leave an impression thank sinks into the soil!
Take a look at your surroundings. Carefully

walk around the area to look for other
impressions. You will always see a trackway
rather than just one print. Be careful not to
step on any toes! No pun intended. the below
diagram shows a human foot compared to a

sasquatch foot.



What you'll need:
Bucket, Evidence marker, Tape measure,

Hydrocal White plaster & water, Field notebook
& pen, Gloves

What to do:
Take measurements of the individual prints

as well as the step length & stride
Photograph each track with a scale item
such as a tape measure. At least 5 photos

per track is ideal
Sketch a diagram of the trackway in your

field notebook (include measurements)
Carefully remove any loose debris from the
tracks without touching the soil in the print

Mix plaster with water until you have a
pancake batter consistency

SLOWLY pour the plaster into the track,
covering the entire track & 1" outside of it
(this will ensure you capture all details)

Use an open hand to pat down the plaster,
forcing it into smaller crevices

As the plaster dries, use a pen to lightly
engrave the date & location into the cast

Let the plaster harden for 20-40 min & while
it dries, take a look around for any other

evidence
Using a knife or other tool, cut around the

print & slowly lift the cast out of the
ground

Avoid touching the cast until completely
hardened (at least 5 days)

Wash off the cast with a hose & gently
remove dirt without scraping the cast (this

may remove fine details like
dermatoglyphics)

Collecting Evidence

Always collect hair samples with tweezers.
Place them in a paper envelope & refrain from

touching them to avoid contamination. Ask a
local wildlife expert to check them out before

getting them tested.

Always bring an audio recorder out in the field!
It is a great way to document evidence like

vocalizations & wood knocks. Have it recording
all day so you can be sure to capture anything
that catches you off guard! Use a free program

like Audacity to enhance your audio, eliminate
background noise & focus in on the sound in

question.

if you  come across what you think is a
sasquatch nest, Take as many pictures with

scale items as possible. Be sure to capture an
up-close image of the structure. Collect hair

samples with tweezers.


